Abstract-An
INTRODUCTION
With rapid development of space technology, countries in the world are relying more and more on space resources. It is very significant for national security and space engineering that how to carry out space targets(such as satellites, debrises etc.) surveillance and recognition efficiently. Ground-based high-resolution imaging systems can get gray sequence images at certain angle of view which are main means for space targets surveillance missions. Characteristic moment invariants of targets are constructed based on image gray distribution and these moment invariants reflect target information such as shape, size and so on, by which targets can be classified and recognized. The moment invariant is a classic method in recent 30 years for targets recognition problems in image processing. In 1962, Hu used the algebraic invariants theory, introduced the moment invariant theory into pattern recognition and inducted seven invariant moments [1] , according to which effective recognition for printing characters was implemented. Presently, moment invariant methods are widely applied in target recognition, shape analysis and image analysis [2] . Based on space target gray sequential images, this paper establishes affine transform model and affine invariant moments are constructed.
Simulations for space targets classification and recognition validate the effectiveness of affine invariant moments.
II. AN AFFINE TRANSFORM MODEL AND CONSTRUCTION OF AFFINE INVARIANT MOMENTS
If the size of a target in light axis direction is much shorter than the distance between the center of target and the camera, the imaging can be considered as linear affine transformation. When a ground-based photoelectric telescope detects space targets, the distance between targets and the detector arrives at hundreds of kilometers. This imaging process is satisfied with the affine transformation model. Affine invariants of targets can be used to recognize target images, which are constructed on condition of different affine transformation. [3] Let ( , ) f x y be a two-dimensional continuous image function, then its ( ) p q + -order origin moment can be defined in an oxy plane an follows:
A. Definition of geometric moments
It is obvious that pq m is the projection on polynomials of ( , ) f x y , but pq m is related with x y − coordinates.
We define the ( ) p q + -order central moment as: x y D ∈ ,and the gray distribution of the outside is regarded as zero, then the formula (1) and (2) can be obtained as follows:
As for the digital gray-scale image ( , ) f i j , the ( ) p q + -order origin moment and central moment are respectively defined as:
In formula (6), ( , ) i j represents the centroid of the digital gray-scale image.
B. Description of affine transformation model[2][3][4]
Affine transformation is an important linear transformation and the corresponding model is described as follows. Supposing there be a point P in the o xy − plane, whose coordinate is ( , ) x y ,and the corresponding point after affine transform is P′ , whose coordinate is ( , ) x y ′ ′ ,then the two-dimensional affine transform model can be represented as:
In formula (7),
is an affine transform matrix, which is satisfied with the nonsingular condition, i.e. det( ) 0 A ≠ . In two-dimensional space, the matrix A is decomposed into the following four single-parameter linear transformation. 
The slant transformation follows as:
The rotation transformation is described as:
According to the properties of affine transformation, it is easily concluded that any affine transformation can be expressed as a product of several above single-parameter linear transformations: cos cos sin sin sin cos
C. 
Construction of affine moment invariants
Let formula (5) subtract formula (11), we can get the following formula: 
Formula (14) shows that translation parameters 1 b and 2 b can be eliminated. It can be proved that the moment function F which remained unchanged through the affine transformation must be a invariant moment. Therefore, affine moment invariants can be derived according to the single-parameter linear transformations. Obviously, F can be constructed by central moments, which has the form of polynomial on central moments, in order that the cancellation of affine transformation matrix A eliminate the distortion caused by the translation, scale, slant and rotation transformation.
There are several useful methods for construction of affine moment invariants, such as the apolar polynomial, the discriminant of polynomial and the Hankel determinant. This paper considers six affine moments as features of target image, which are constructed by less than four-order central moments [6] . 
III. TARGET CLASSIFICATION AND RECOGNITION EXPERIMENT ON AFFINE INVARIANT MOMENTS
A. Gray-scale image of space targets Gray-scale image sequences of four-class space targets are obtained with STK(Satellite Tool Kit) [7] . The parameters of four space targets follows as Gray-scale images of four-class simulated targets are showed as figure 1.
B. Targets classification and recognition experiment
Four-class target image sequences are simulated in section 3.1 and training samples for each class targets are selected. Then, the affine invariant moments of the training samples for each class will be calculated, which compose an invariant moment vector. Target classification and recognition can be processed by calculating its affine invariant moments and matching with the invariant moment vectors of each class targets. The experiment procedure can be completed as the following steps:
Step 1: Select sample gray-scale images of four-class targets, considering those target images on condition of different gestures and different viewpoint angles.
Step 2: Calculate the affine invariant moments of sample images for each class target and construct the feature matrix composed of invariant moment vectors for each class target.
Step 3: Calculate the affine invariant moments of a target image to be recognized and match them with the feature matrix of each class target. The target will be considered to belong to the class, with which class the matching coefficient is maximum.
Targets classification and recognition experiments are simulated. The selected total of the four-class targets is 189,297,407 and 164 individually. According to affine invariant moments of each class target, the feature matrix is established. Different class and different total targets recognition experiments are completed and table 2 shows the recognition results that the ratio of correct recognition is higher than 82%. The simulated result validates that target recognition based on affine invariant moments is effective. 
IV. SUMMARIES
An affine transformation model is described and analyzed in this paper. The affine transformation is decomposed into four basic single-parameter linear transformations, which are translation, scale, slant and rotation transformations. Six affine invariant moments are constructed with the central moments of digital gray-scale target images. Classification and recognition experiments for digital gray-scale images of four class targets are completed based on affine invariant moments and recognition results verifies its effectiveness. However, the gray-scale target images used in this paper are ideal, without any noise. In future work, noisy images and recognition methods may be considered as emphasis of our research.
